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In particular, choosing a so that 1(a) =t/2=Jq t~l sin Ja7 (thus /" t~x sin 2o7
= 0), we get s"(0")->/(+O), which is half of the jump of/(0) at 0 = 0.
On the other hand for a=ir, which gives 1(a) its maximal value /' * sin t -it = /(+ 0) X 1.08949 • • • .
o t
Thus the limit points of the partial sums as 0"-»0 cover an interval which extends beyond/( + 0), if/( + 0)^0. This is called Gibbs' phenomenon. It was also proved by Fejer and Csillag (for references and further results see Szasz [4] ) that for functions of bounded variation n (1.4) «-1Z"^-»(2/t)/(+0)1 as n -» oo. i
These facts suggest the consideration of " sin k0" Sn(0n) = Zs pby -> 0"->0, 1 v as a transform of the sequence {nb"}, that is, as a special case of the triangular type transform
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(') Numbers in brackets refer to the literature at the end of this paper.
(1.5) Tn = 52 &*rTr) 1 where now rt = vbv, anv = v~1 sin v8". We shall not restrict ourselves to regularity conditions, and we shall not assume convergence of the sequence {r"}, but merely Cesäro summability of some order. We then seek simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the transform Tn (in general to a different limit). The application to Fourier sine series yields a generalized Gibbs' phenomenon, and also a new device to determine the generalized jump of a function. Our results are in close relationship with some results of
We consider more generally the transform
(1 We then have lim Tn = a lim r". If we restrict ourselves to sequences r"->0, then the last condition can be omitted. Applied to (1.6) this yields the necessary and sufficient conditions:
*, " _i, (2.1) 52 Pn" I sin j>0" I = 0(1), as n -* <* ;
In particular the last condition is sn(pn, 8n)->>a for the harmonic series 52iP*v~1 sm v0 = &tc tan {(p sin 0)/(l -p cos 8)).
We first assume (2.3) 0 < lim mf pn ^ lim sup pn < co ; [May in this case for some Ci>0, c2>0
Ci 52 " I sin vd I < 52 P*v \ sin vd \ < c252 v I sin vB \, 252 "~l I sin vdn I > log « + log 0" -3 = -3 + log (»0");
hence (2.4) implies «0" = O(1). For null sequences only this is required. To satisfy (2.2) consider the case that 0 is a limit point of the sequence {w0"}; for a subsequence of indices n: »0"-»0, and for that subsequence, using (2. 5) 52 P»v 1 sin v6n = 0 ^ 52 * 11 sin v$n |^ = O(»0") = o (1).
Hence <x, if it exists, is 0 and then every convergent sequence is transformed into a null sequence. Next assume lim inf »0">O. We choose a subsequence of integers n -n' for which p" and «0" have limits «'0"<->/3>0, pj-N»* say; by (2.3) 7 is finite. Furthermore from log p/(p -1)-»1 as p->1, ra'(p"' -1)-*y. Suppose first 7 = 0, that is pj->1, and n'(p"> -1)-»0. Now, as n runs through the sequence {n' \ 52 (p'n -1> 1 sin vdn ' u sin udu Summarizing " " _i /**' yey cos m + e7m sin u -2y
The case (2.3) is now completely discussed. We next assume lim sup p" = 00 , so that for a subsequence » = «' :p"'-> oo . We first prove that (2.1) implies n'On'->0. Otherwise for a subsequence »" of n':n"dn-'->ß>0.
For these indices
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We then have Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions that for every convergent sequence nbn-rr the transform X^iPn0* sin vOn has a limit, are that one of the following three cases holds: The sequence {r"} is summable (C, k) to the value r, if t"/^4b-*r as n-»oo; (£7, 0) is evidently convergence.
We write A°r» = t", = Ar" = t" -t"+i, A'r" = A(A«-1r");
then by induction No additional condition appears in this case. Summarizing, we have Theorem 2. Necessary and sufficient conditions that when lim n~15^"vby = t exists the transform 2~2iPnby sin v6n has a limit: tot, are either of the alternatives:
(a") n(p" -1)->7, finite, ndn->/3< »,
The value of <r is in the cases (a") and (c") given by (a) and (c). In case (b") <r = 0. Different subsequences may belong to different cases if only a has the same value, with the restriction w0" = O(l) in case (a").
We now consider (C, n) summability for k>1. First of all, to satisfy (3.3) we must have , "Jsin(» -k+ 1)0» , s,_i ,_i sin «0"1 npA---+ (-1) «Pn -^=0(1).
This is equivalent to k-1 n n pn sin »0" = 0(1), «' V» sin (w -l)0n = 0(1) , (3.6) » n pn sin -K + l)0n = 0(1).
In case (a") the first condition becomes sin »0" = O(»1-"), as »-►<»; in particular sin «0"->0, thus in view of (a") »0"-»Xt, X a positive integer or zero. On putting «0"=X7T+€", we get sin e" = 0(n1~'), or w0" -X7r = 0(«1-')-From the second condition now cos w0" sin 0n = 0(m1_')> as n-*», or Xx+e. = 0(n2~'); hence for k = 2, (3.6) reduces to (3.7) ndn = \t + Oin-1).
For k>2 we must have n6n -\ir = e" = 0(»1-) and Xir + <■" = Ofa2-"), hence X = 0, and
It then follows that
Furthermore, for the rest of (3.3)
X Ü»| A p"f sin f0n I = 0 ^ X) I A'p'f sin v6n | j. Hence in case (a") the additional condition is (3.7) for /c = 2, and (3.7') for k>2.
In case (b"): n(pn -1)->+ °o, w0"p" = O(l), as «-hence pü-►+«>, and »0"-»0. Now (3.6) becomes (3.9) npX = 0(1).
For large n evidently p" > 1, and n 0«Zp» < «0»p" = 0(1) i
(from (3.9)). In view of (3.8) now (3.3) holds. Thus in this case the additional condition is (3.9) (for k2:2). Finally, in case (c"): «(p" -1)->-» (that is p"->0), and lim 0"/(l -p") = 6<oo exists. Now p"<l/(w(l-p")), hence nd"p" = 0(1); thus for k = 2 condition (3.6) reduces to np" sin w0" = O(l). While for k>2 (3.6) reduces to m'-VH sin «0" = O(1) and ^"-^" = 0(1). Furthermore, as p"<l, 8nzZopn
<0"/(l-p") = 0(1), hence, in view of (3.8) now (3.3) is satisfied.
We summarize our results in 4. Application to Fourier series. First consider a function of bounded variation and its Fourier sine series (1.1). It follows from the introduction that lim nb", if it exists, is (2/ir)/( + 0). Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 on p" and 6n, s"(pn, ö")->r<r = (2cr/ir)/(+0).
In particular whenever a>ir/2, then we have an analogue of Gibbs' phenomenon.
It is known that for functions of bounded variation (l/«)I>i,-»(2/,r)/(+0); If we assume only that (C, 2) lim nbn=j/ir exists, then Theorem 3 yields again a Gibbs' phenomenon in the case (a"') and X>0. In this connection we introduce two lemmas. We have from (4.3)
